The inspiration for my building came from the deep appreciation and celebration of food and performing arts within history and city of Venice; particularly those of Italian cuisine, music, visual arts and performance theatre. Placed within the world famous Piazza San Marco, my multi complex building service the various entertainment needs of both visitors and residents alike.

Layer upon layer, level upon level there are different activities and functions to be enjoyed. At ground level we have four exclusive cafes to service the needs of locals and visitors. At second level we have three private performance studios, where performance rehearsals and dance classes takes place. At the third level we have two art studios and two music studios, where rehearsals and classes take place everyday. On the fourth level there are two exclusive restaurants with outdoor terraces, ensuring that visitors will enjoy world famous Italian cuisine whilst also getting the best possible view of Venice and the Piazza.

So, if ever visitors and residents find themselves near or at the Piazza, this multi-purpose complex will provide them with a sufficient range of leisure activities and entertainment, whilst also keeping to the local culture.